ADULT TEAM BUILDING OFFERINGS

Looking to CREATE a unique team bond? CREATE at Arizona Science Center® offers innovative Team Building exercises to level up your team’s productivity and teamwork back at the office! Each hands-on activity ignites connections, communication, engagement and creativity.

45-60 Minutes | Includes up to 30 Participants | $200 per Group

**LittleBits**
Spark team bonding with LittleBits—a fun, constructive team-building challenge! Using switches, sensors, logic gates, motors, and light and sound generators, teams will snap each piece together to form electronic circuits. LittleBits promotes coordination, communication and creative problem-solving to create a positively electric team.

**RadRockets**
Form a team that’s out-of-this-world with RadRockets—an innovative design challenge! Utilizing the engineering design process and aerodynamic principles, teams will construct a paper rocket and perform a launch to test distance and durability. RadRockets encourages innovation, creative problem-solving and communication between team members before launching them back to their workplace with a fresh mindset.

**MakeyMakey**
Level up your team with MakeyMakey—a unique user experience challenge! Turn ordinary objects into a one-handed controller designed for computer game play. MakeyMakey fosters teamwork, outside-the-box thinking and artistic expression to craft an unstoppable team.

Reserve a CREATE Team Building experience today!
CREATE@azscience.org | 602.716.2000 | 105 N 5th St., Phoenix, Arizona, 85004